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Development Committee will come to order.

2

morning, Members.

3

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

4

CHAIR CARROLL:

5

6

Good

Good morning.

And good morning to the public.

And we

are televised today on Akaku.
This morning we have with us Committee

7

Members Jo Anne Johnson, Vice-Chair; Riki Hokama;

8

Pat Kawano is excused; and Mike Molina.

9

Councilmember present are Vice-Chair of the Council,

10
11

Other

Dain Kane.
Corporation Counsel we have Deputy

12

Corporation Counsel Ed Kushi, Jr.

13

we have Shannon Alueta, our Legislative Analyst;

14

Karen Zukeran, our Committee Secretary.

15

wishing to testify today should do so at the

16

secretary's desk.

17

the meeting, please turn off all your pagers and

18

cellular phones or set them to the silent mode.

19

20
21

Committee staff

Those

To minimize disturbances during

I want to begin today's session by thanking
everyone for being in here and tuning in at home.
ITEM NO. 19: WELFARE REFORM IMPACTS IN MAUl COUNTY (C.C.
01-275)

22
23

CHAIR CARROLL:

Members, you have before you two pieces of

24

legislation introduced by Council Vice-Chair Kane

25

that would address the anticipated welfare reform
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1

impacts in Maui County.

They are, one, a draft

2

resolution introduced by Vice-Chair Kane entitled,

3

"Urging Public and Private Agencies to Address the

4

Impacts of Welfare Reform in Maui County."

5

purpose of the draft resolution is to urge public

6

and private entities to cooperate and publicize

7

transportation, child care, and other services that

8

may assist families with the move from welfare to

9

work.

The

Number two, a proposed bill introduced by

10
11

Vice-Chair Kane entitled, "A Bill for an Ordinance

12

Amending Title 8 Maui County Code Relating to the

13

County's Efforts to Address the Impacts of Welfare

14

Reform in Maui County."

15

bill is to require the Department of Housing and

16

Human Concerns to address the impacts of welfare

17

reform in Maui County by, among other things,

18

compiling and distributing information about welfare

19

to work services and receiving related

20

recommendations from the Commission on Children and

21

Youth.

22

The purpose of the proposed

Today's meeting's format is as follows:

23

We'll start off with Vice-Chair Kane's PowerPoint

24

presentation.

25

State and County agencies that will be given a few

We also have a few representatives of
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minutes to describe their respective agencies' plans

2

to address welfare reform impacts.

3

the members to question these representatives.

And I will allow

At the end of the question-and-answer period,

4

5

the panel will be excused and public testimony will

6

be accepted.

7

the meeting has been closed, the Committee will

8

begin any deliberations on the proposed bill and

9

draft resolution.

Once the public testimony portion of

10

Members, any questions so far?

11

The Chair will call a recess prior to

12

beginning with Vice Kane's presentation and then we

13

will reconvene.

14

RECESS:

15

RECONVENE:

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

Short recess.

(Gavel. )

9:06 a.m.
9:08 a.m.
(Gavel.) The Human Services and Economic

17

Development Committee is now called back to order

18

and we will turn the time over to Vice-Chair of the

19

Council Kane.

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair and Members for

21

the opportunity to briefly discuss welfare reform

22

impacts in Maui County.

23

Just a few notes before we begin, Mr. Chair

24

and Members.

I just wanted to just make some brief

25

notes on jurisdiction of welfare reform.
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all, welfare reform is a federal initiative and

2

welfare is administered by the State, so this is not

3

primarily an area of County jurisdiction.

4

is important for the County to address the impacts

5

of welfare reform because, first of all, as the

6

level of government closest to the people, the

7

County will be asked by its constituents to take

8

action, you know, in one way or another.

9

Still, it

The County obviously has an interest in the

10

economic and social well-being of its residents.

11

And experts agree that the lack of affordable

12

transportation and the lack of affordable child care

13

are obstacles for people making the welfare-to-work

14

transition.

15

clearly matters of longstanding interest to the

16

County government.

17

action, negative impacts of welfare reform will

18

eventually result in increased demands for core

19

County services and loss in County revenues.

20

Transportation and child care are

And if the County fails to take

And finally, before we begin, I just wanted

21

to make it clear that the primary purpose of

22

bringing the matter of welfare reform to the

23

Council's attention is to simply raise awareness,

24

Mr. Chair and Members.

25

questions, not to claim that we have all the

And the intention is to ask
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answers.

The bill and the resolution represent

2

possible Council action on welfare reform, but are

3

not necessarily the only or the best options to

4

address welfare reform.
So, Mr. Chair, at this time I would like to

5
6

begin on the presentation.

And I would also like to

7

note that this presentation is the result of

8

research conducted by my executive assistant, Lauren

9

Akitake which was done over the summer, this past

10

summer.

11

would like to publicly acknowledge her work on this

12

project.

13

She is now studying in Scotland, but I

So thank you, Mr. Chair.

Members, to help the Committee begin its

14

deliberations on this subject, I have a

15

transmitted -- transmitted a bill and a resolution

16

for your consideration.

17

titles are listed here on this particular slide.

18

The bill and resolution

Here the basic objectives of the bill and the

19

resolution.

First, minimize the negative social and

20

economic impacts of welfare reform by, one,

21

educating the public and coordinating communication

22

among Federal, State, County, and private agencies

23

regarding available resources for former welfare

24

recipients in the areas of affordable

25

transportation, affordable child care, and related
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services.

2

Before we consider the substance of the bill

3

and resolution, I would like to provide some

4

background information on welfare reform.

5

indicated on this slide, the Welfare Act established

6

a maximum time of five years for cash benefits.

7

Because the law was passed five years ago, some

8

families will soon be reaching the maximum time

9

limit.

As you can see,

As

just one month from now some

10

Maui County families will be dropped from the

11

welfare rolls and these families are -- excuse me,

12

these families or others making the transition from

13

welfare to work will face many challenges.
Nationally and locally the most significant

14
15

obstacles to the welfare-to-work transition are,

16

first, the lack of affordable transportation and,

17

second, the lack of affordable child care.

18

news is that there are many public and private

19

agencies that can provide assistance in the areas of

20

transportation, child care, and other services.

21

challenges are educating the public about the

22

available resources and ensuring that agencies

23

coordinate their efforts to provide the maximum

24

impact.

25

The good

Ms. Akitake has compiled a partial list of
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1

available resources as we'll see on the following

2

slides.

3

available through MEO's public shuttle, the

4

Salvation Army's Care-a-Van service and the

5

Maui-to-Work program.

6

are also available on Maui -- excuse me, on Molokai

7

and Lanai.

MEO transportation programs

Excuse me.

And as seen on this slide, there are several

8
9

On Maui transportation services are

public and private child care programs on Maui.

The

10

Good Beginnings Community Council is already working

11

on educating the public by posting a comprehensive

12

website, and the website address is

13

http://www.goodbeginningsmaui.org.

14

the State's Preschool Open Doors program is

15

available on Molokai and Lanai in addition to Maui.

As seen here,

Families and individuals making the

16
17

transition from welfare to work will need additional

18

support services beyond transportation and child

19

care.

20

the services that are available.

21

This slide provides a partial list of some of

This slide continues with the listing of

22

additional support services on Maui, focusing on

23

sources for information and crisis assistance.

24
25

And the level of additional support services
isn't as high on Molokai and Lanai, but as you can
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1

see, there are some substance abuse and other social

2

service programs that are available.

3

This slide provides a rundown of existing

4

coalitions that have interest in the welfare reform

5

issues.

6

framework for the necessary public education

7

campaign.

8
9

And these coalitions can provide a

Here's a look at the membership roster of
one -- one of the coalitions, the Good Beginnings

10

community Council.

As the roster indicates, both

11

public and private agencies are represented.

12

To conclude, by focusing on the legislative

13

items before us, I would like to briefly summarize

14

the bill and resolution, Mr. Chair and Members.

15

First, the resolution would simply urge

16

public and private agencies to coordinate their

17

efforts to publicize programs and services that can

18

facilitate the transition from welfare to work.

19

This resolution would have no legal effect, but

20

would express the Council's interest in the subject

21

of welfare reform.

22

Second, the bill would designate the

23

Department of Housing and Human Concerns as the

24

County's lead agency for dealing with the impact of

25

welfare reform.

The Department would be required to
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1

collect and distribute relevant information

2

including through a website.

3

welfare recipients may lack internet access, it may

4

not be obvious why a website is important, so please

5

allow me to briefly explain -- explain this point.

Considering that many

First, internet access is increasingly

6
7

available to individuals at all socio-economic

8

levels.

9

welfare recipients are likely to have access.

At a minimum, friends and family members of

10

Internet access is available for free at public

11

libraries.

12

an information resource for social-service providers

13

and government officials even more than for welfare

14

recipients.

And the website would be intended to be

Mr. Chair and Members, this is -- that is the

15

16

conclusion of this presentation.

17

put forward, Members, to bring awareness to this

18

particular situation, and I hope this was some help

19

to understanding the resolution and the bill that's

20

before your Committee, Mr. Chair.

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

22

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

We will now take a short recess while we put

23

up the screen and then reconvene.

24

(Gavel.)

25

Again, this was

RECESS:

Short recess.

9:15 a.m.
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RECONVENE:

2

CHAIR CARROLL:

3

9:21 a.m.
(Gavel.)

Human Services and Economic

Development Committee is now called back to order.
We have with us this morning also Alice Lee,

4
5

Director of Department of Human Concerns, Housing

6

and Human Concerns; and Milton Arakawa, Deputy

7

Director of Public Works and Waste Management.
Unless there are any other questions for Mr.

8

9
10

Kane right at this time, I was going to go to the
panel.

Any objections?

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

No objections.

All right.

We have -- we had some

13

resource people over here, but -- Alice, would you

14

like to start off?

15

MS. LEE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

We are pleased to see

16

that the County Council supports our initiatives on

17

welfare reform which we started two years ago.

18

certainly the intent of the resolution and the

19

intent of the ordinance is something that we all

20

support.

21

doing doesn't seem like it's necessary.

22

items listed in the proposed ordinance are being

23

done right now.

24

quite some time.

25

And

However, to codify what we are already
Many of the

In fact, we have been doing it for

But if -- if this matter is really to begin
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1

discussion on what else could be done, then I think

2

this is -- this is -- can be a very productive

3

session.

4

times during budget, during our requests for support

5

of the West Maui Resource Center, and explained to

6

you all of the activities we're involved in with

7

regard to welfare reform and potential impacts.

8

And I think just about every item in the

9

Because, you know, I have come to you many

proposed ordinance is covered with activities that

10

we are currently doing, including, including a

11

website that's being established in partnership with

12

Salvation Army and our Department.

13

don't see anything that we're not doing.

14

So there

I

There are some areas that we really need

15

Council's support and cooperation.

And if the

16

Council decides that transportation and child care

17

are areas that we really need to focus attention on,

18

then we would have come back to you and ask for more

19

funding.

20

place, all the programs are in place; however, many

21

of our programs are underfunded and this is an area

22

where the Council can really take a lead in

23

are doing the coordination.

24

communication.

25

agency be it nonprofit or State and Federal

Because all of the infrastructure is in

We

We are doing the

We are working with every single
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agencies.
We feel right now and, in fact,

as a matter

3

of fact, one of the critical areas is housing.

4

your Budget Committee you have a bill pending which

5

would allow landlords a tax exemption who rent to

6

Section 8 clients.

7

because if we don't provide incentives to landlords,

8

then there's no reason for them to rent to our

9

Section 8 clients.

Now, this is very important

And as you know, over a year ago

10

we sought and obtained 370 vouchers of welfare

11

client vouchers, and they are having difficulty

12

finding housing.

13

with various incentives to the landlords to

14

provide -- to rent to our -- to our clients.

15

In

So this is why we have come up

Not only do we have that piece of legislation

16

pending, we also have other initiatives with regard

17

to housing where we applied for -- to the Federal

18

government for a higher fair market rent so that we

19

could be more competitive.

20

receive that.

21

asking the Federal government to give us even more

22

leeway for the west side, because the west side is

23

experiencing the most critical problems with regard

24

to housing.

25

actions that can be taken that would be of

And we were able to

And now we're going even further by

So there are quite a few legislative
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1

tremendous help with regard to welfare reform and

2

potential impacts.

3

Another important initiative would be the

4

drop-in center for the Salvation Army.

Now, we're

5

going to have to come back to you and ask you for

6

funding to provide that type of facility, which is

7

very important, because, as you know, the Homeless

8

Resource Center handles clients who are willing to

9

help themselves.

Then there are the other clients

10

who are not willing to help themselves who have a

11

strong inclination to become homeless because

12

they're -- they're not willing to stop their

13

substance abuse situations or their other types of

14

abuse situations or they are just simply not ready

15

to be in a structured environment.

16

address and help those people, and that's what we're

17

going to do with your help when we build a drop-in

18

center for those -- for those clientele.

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

20

CHAIR CARROLL:

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chairman.

We need to

Chairman.

Yes, Mr. Hokama.
If Ms. Lee can help us have a

22

better understanding by sharing with us what is a

23

drop-in center, please, Alice.

24
25

MS. LEE:

Sure, Mr. Hokama.

We are talking about what is

commonly called an eats and sheets.
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1

overnight drop-in center whereby we're hoping to

2

start with anywhere from 20 to 50 beds somewhere in

3

Central Maui through the help -- partnering with the

4

Salvation Army.

5

contracted with someone to go and -- through all the

6

properties in Kahului and in the central area to

7

identify a place that would be of -- a good

8

location.

9

transportation and they need to be -- the facility

10
11

And right now we have someone, we

Many of the homeless don't have

needs to be accessible to them.
After we locate a site, if we have to buy

12

that site, we're going to have to come to the

13

Council for funding, and then to build a site.

14

We're hoping that this eats and sheets would address

15

those people who just need some kind of emergency

16

shelter one day a week, 30 days, that type of

17

shelter.

18

And as you know, we have problems with the

19

homeless, and our concern are the children on the

20

beaches and that they should have at least a place

21

to stay, a roof over their heads, a hot meal, and a

22

place to shower.

23

drop-in center.

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

25

So that's that type of facility, a

Thank you.

I'm sorry for the interruption, Chairman.
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CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you with the question.

Anything further, Ms. Lee?

2
3

No.

MS. LEE:

I guess the point I'm trying to make, Mr. Chair,

4

is that we appreciate the Council's support through

5

the resolution and the ordinance, but beyond that we

6

need a lot of support with funding of current

7

programs that are underfunded not only because of

8

welfare reform.

9

situation is this -- the event of September 11th.

10

What compounds this terrible

Now, initially when we started working on

11

welfare reform, as time went on, we began to realize

12

that the numbers are -- were a lot smaller than we

13

expected.

14

as of November 30th, 18 clients on Maui, 14 on

15

Molokai, none on Lanai for a total of 32 will be

16

affected, 32 clients.

17

every month.

18

entire County.

19

now that these clients will have even more

20

difficulty finding employment because they cannot

21

compete with all the other employed -- unemployed

22

people who are more skilled, who are more educated,

23

who have more means.

24

reason why we wrote to the Governor to extend him to

25

extend the benefits of welfare clients temporarily,

The most recent numbers we have show that

And then the number changes

And the total is about 207 for the
But we are very concerned especially

And that's

that's the
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1

because we feel that they just cannot compete with

2

the other people who are currently in crisis.
So that's

3

you know, that

if I were to

4

list, you know, all the things that we have been

5

doing, I think it will cover at least two pages.

6

And we appreciate all the assistance we have gotten

7

so far and the understanding of Council members, but

8

I tell you, if you ask us where we needed help, we

9

need the help with funding, and that's one of the

10

hardest -- we know it's so hard for all of you to

11

decide on that because there's so many competing

12

forces.

13

currently underfunded as a result of all the events

14

of the last several months, number one.

15

we are going to need additional funding for more

16

housing.

17

grapple with, and if we could put our heads together

18

and figure out some solutions, I think -- I think

19

we'd find that that's where the attention needs to

20

be put.

21
22

But so many, so many of our agencies are

Number two,

And these are the problems that we need to

Thank you.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you, Ms. Lee.

I would like to --

23

before we get into asking Ms. Lee questions, that we

24

will have public testimony.

25

Any objections?

Thank you, Members.
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Public testimony -- I will now accept public

1
2

testimony.

3

minutes.

4

have a choice, though.

5

conclude, or at the end of three minutes you can

6

indicate that you would like three more after the

7

last person has given testimony for a total of six

8

minutes.

9

then another three minutes,

10

You will have one minute to conclude.

open.

12

MS. ALUETA:

16
17

You Can have one minute to

You cannot have three minutes, one minute,
just to make that clear.

Franco.

Shannon.
Mr. Chair, the first testifier is Stan
He will be followed by Kris Foster.

14
15

You

We will now begin with -- public testimony is

11

13

Testimony shall be limited to three

BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY .
MR. FRANCO:

Hi.

My name is Stan Franco and I speak for

myself.
One of the things that I have been living

18

with is the teaching of the Catholic church on

19

social justice and a book came out or a letter came

20

out on economic justice for all in 1989 talking

21

about human dignity and work.

22

a little bit about that.

23

rationale behind welfare reform was that people find

24

dignity in working for their own support, yet we

25

have not made full employment a national initiative.

And I wanted to talk

See, from my standing, the
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Second, the County has created the $1.5

2

million fund for people recently laid off because of

3

the September 11th attack.

4

happen is that families who are now getting cut off

5

their welfare benefits cash assistance will be part

6

of the mix as well, as Alice Lee mentioned.

7

agencies themselves that are taking care of helping

8

people will be strapped.

9

because I have been involved 14 years with the

And what is going to

So the

And I know this personally

10

feeding program called Hale Kau Kau in Kihei.

11

prior to September 11th we had about, about 80

12

people each night, 80 adults, five children.

13

we're seeing many more children, maybe up to 15, and

14

about 100 adults.

15

going to happen starting December 1st when welfare

16

assistance is -- cash assistance is removed.

17

And

Now

And we are fearful about what's

Therefore I ask that maybe the County should

18

consider something like regional job centers to

19

assist people in finding and keeping jobs.

20

are serious about implementing welfare reform, let

21

us be serious about full employment for all the

22

able-bodied adults in Maui County.

23

thought for consideration by the County, I see maybe

24

an initiative with' the State of Hawaii and working

25

together creating this regional job centers.

If we

And just a
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CHAIR CARROLL:

Any questions?

2
3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Mr. Molina.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Thank you, Mr. Franco, for coming here.

4
5

Thank you.

You

mentioned the suggestion of a regional job center.
What type of jobs would you suggest that we could

7

provide for these able-bodied people coming off of

8

the welfare rolls?

9

MR. FRANCO:

I don't know if any -- have any suggestion

10

about jobs.

One of the issues, especially for

11

welfare recipients, is, you know, how do they find a

12

job, how do they go about getting a job.

13

them might need like, for instance, dental work, you

14

know, so that they have the kind of -- that they

15

look okay when they go in.

16

learning how to approach an employer.

17

of -- you know, like Alice was pointing out, there's

18

a lot of need for helping people that are coming off

19

of welfare.

20

reform, we need to find people jobs and help them to

21,

sustain themselves in these jobs.

22

centers would be where we would have the people that

23

can help them, you know, maybe counselors, if that's

24

a need for maybe a substance abuse problem, maybe

25

somebody to help them get vouchers to get dental

Some of

They need help with
So a lot

If we're really serious about welfare

And the regional
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assistance, or whatever might be needed.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

So you're saying more emphasis on

educating them on how to get a job, so

4

MR. FRANCO:

And to keep a job.

5

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

6

MR. FRANCO:

7

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

9

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

And to keep the job.

Yeah.
Okay.

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson.
Yes.

Thank you, Stan, for all of

10

your hard work.

One of the things that I have not

11

seen and a lot of times we haven't had real good

12

funding for is the mental health clients who are

13

really -- they have some learning disorders or

14

dyslexia, disabilities that really prevent them from

15

finding steady employment.

16

work with that type of client and could you make any

17

suggestions as to how we might approach that sector

18

of our community?

Have you had occasion to
,

19

MR. FRANCO:

Yes, I have worked with mental health --

20

people with mental health issues.

One -- you know,

21

people can with medication today, you know, maintain

22

a normal -- sort of a normal life.

23

lot of support for that type of individual to be in

24

the workplace, the support that -- you know, a

25

psychiatrist or maybe a counselor might be needed so

And it takes a
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that somebody can work.

2

And if somebody is so severely disabled, then

3

I am sure that they will continue on getting welfare

4

assistance.

5

have to make a commitment to the professionals that

6

are needed to help support somebody who is -- once

7

they move from not being able to work, having some

8

disabilities of some kind, mental health

9

disabilities~

But there is that possibility, but we

and getting them the support that they

10

need, the psychiatric support that they need to get

11

out there in the workplace and work.

12

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

14

MR. FRANCO:

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

16

MS. ALUETA:

Thank you.

Any further questions?

If not, thank you.

Thank you.
Proceed.

The next testifier is Kris Foster, who is

17

here on behalf of the Department of Human Services.

18

She is the Financial Assistance Program

19

Administrator.

20

MS. FOSTER:

Good morning, Chair Carroll and Council

21

Members.

Thank you for letting us know of this

22

meeting.

Thank you for being concerned, because we

23

have been concerned for a very long time.

24
25

I was asked to explain what we're dOing, so
what I'm going to be doing is just giving a brief
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1

overview of what welfare reform is, what we have

2

done and what we will be doing.

3

handouts that address the numbers, the current and

4

new programs, and a lot of our rules and

5

regulations.

6

But I also brought

The Department of Human Services implemented

7

welfare reform in December of 1996 in response to

8

Federal government passing the Personal

9

Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation

10

Act, which we call PRWORA.

11

entitlement status of financial assistance, provided

12

the State with a fixed grant rather than reimbursing

13

actual expenditures, and limited financial

14

assistance to five years in a lifetime.

15

PRWORA eliminated the

The Department implemented our reform program

16

through a Federally approved waiver.

Our waiver,

17

Pursuit of New Opportunities or PONO, increased the

18

asset retention level to $5,000, allowed families to

19

have a motor vehicle regardless of the value,

20

increased the amount of income a family retained if

21

working, and allowed people to educate with a

22

minimal employment requirement.

23

measures were implemented with the intent of making

24

families self-sufficient.

25

families from the time limit if the household does

All of these

Additionally we exempt
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not include an employable adult.

2

In anticipation of the five-year limit, the

3

Department has made contact with each family losing

4

eligibility in the first six months to offer

5

employment support.

6

that.

7

will go into detail if anyone is interested, to

8

include "for profit" companies.

9

the employer subsidy and self-sufficiency programs

And we will continue to do

We have expanded our Grant+ program, which I

We have established

10

and are in the process of contracting additional

11

services and case management.

12

I have attached information on the programs

13

currently available and the programs being

14

implemented effective November 1st.

15

attached information on the projected number of

16

families losing eligibility in the first six months.

17

I have also

Thank you for the opportunity to appear

18

before you.

19

questions or concerns you may have and to listen to

20

any proposals or suggestions you may have

21

offering -- may be able to offer regarding our

22

program.

23

I will be very happy to respond to any

And just before I end, in response to the

24

last question, we are going out with three separate

25

contracts, one for domestic violence, one for people
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1

that have disabilities to work with the disability

2

and make them employable, and the third one is for

3

substance abuse.

4

contracts each of a million dollars.

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

And they will be Statewide

Thank you.

Questions, Members?

6
7

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

9

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you.

I did have one.

Oh, Ms. Johnson.
Yes.

My question to you -- you made

10

a comment earlier in regard to having one household

11

member that was employable.

12

situations one of the individuals may be employable,

13

but they may be also a caregiver for someone who

14

maybe has marginal mental health problems or slight

15

disability.

16

addressed in some of your programs that it does

17

recognize that the person really has to act as a

18

caregiver and therefore they would still be

19

continuing ability?

20

MS. FOSTER:

Yes.

And I know that in some

So is that a situation that is also

We have only made -- we have only

21

applied the time limit to people that are

22

employable.

23

means all the adults are exempt in the household,

24

we're not counting their months because of our

25

waiver.

If there is no employable adult, which

One of the exemptions is required in the
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1

home to provide care for a family member.

2

has to be an immediate family member, so it would be

3

spouse or children.

4

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

Right.

But it

I really get concerned about

5

that because I know personally some situations where

6

that kind of issue has arisen.

7

very difficult -- I believe that those people will

8

be able to still stay, you know, in the status that

9

they're in, at least continuing benefits.

10

MS. FOSTER:

11

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

12

MS. FOSTER:

13

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

And, you know, it's

They should.
All right.

Thank you.

That's correct.
And then the second question I had

14

was:

15

to expand perhaps some of the apprenticeship

16

programs, or where they're offering expanded

17

programs to train more local people in the trades

18

unions?

19

MS. FOSTER:

Have you worked with the labor unionS at all

We have worked diligently with the labor

20

unions, who have not been particularly supportive.

21

And, I'm sorry, that's not all of them, but most of

22

them.

23

so many members who are unemployed, that they want

24

to give first choice to their members.

25

have done is gone out to other private employers

And the reason, I think, is because they have
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1

through our transitional opportunity program, which

2

will let people work and train on the job and we'll

3

pay them; or our Grant+ program, which we have now

4

expanded to "for profit" companies where we actually

5

pay part of the salary for -- so that they would

6

provide training for our people.

7

program that's opening up where we will pay the full

8

salary if they will train our people.

9

We have a third

The labor unions, understandably, because the

10

labor market is so tight at this point, are very

11

reluctant to take in new people.

12

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

The -- you know, one of the things

13

that I think -- because I have spoken with labor

14

union people, one of the difficulties they have is

15

that when people transfer in from outside of the

16

State of Hawaii, there's some type of reciprocity

17

that they must accept that individual.

18

of the cases what's happening is there -- our local

19

people, for example, are really now competing with

20

outside individuals coming in where there is a

21

requirement for those unions to accept them.

22

perhaps one of the things that we might do is

23

maybe we could work with the labor unions, Mr.

24

Chair, in another area.

25

to afford the same type of requirements that exist

So in a lot

And
And

-- we might be able to try
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1

within our police unions, where there is a certain

2

length of time that the individual has to be

3

actually living in the State of Hawaii before they

4

can become eligible for jobs.

5

what you're trying to do is so good, because by

6

training individuals to a certain skill level, even

7

if they don't have a very high educational level, I

8

think that the trades skills are really important.

9

So I would look forward to working with you

Because what we're

10

in any regard to try to address some of those

11

issues.

12

we legislatively might even the playing field so

13

that it would be easier for the trade unions to

14

offer those opportunities, I would be happy to

15

receive any information.

16

MS. FOSTER:

So if you have any suggestions for us how

Thank you.

And just for your information,

17

the people that we have worked very closely with,

18

and I think we have a wonderful program, is Maui

19

Community College.

20

training and skills have been absolutely wonderful

21

and from day one have been working with us.

22

have changed our policy to allow our people to

23

educate full time with just a minimum four hours

24

employment a week.

25

employment, which has provided enormous resources to

The community colleges for job

And we

So we recognize that as
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1

people because they can educate, they can get a

2

degree, they're not going into entry-level positions

3

at minimum wage.

4

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

5

MS. FOSTER:

6
7

Thank you so much for your efforts.

Thank you.

. VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

And I look forward to working with

you.

8

MS. FOSTER:

Thank you.

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

Any further questions?

10

MS. LEE:

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

12

CHAIR CARROLL:

13

MS. LEE:

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Mr. Hokama.

Mr. Chairman.
I'll yield to Ms. Lee.

Oh, Ms. Lee.

Oh, Mr. Hokama, I can wait.

17

Go ahead.

Chairman, if I may, please.

Proceed.
Thank you.

Ms. Foster, your four-hour participation

18

requirement that I was reading in your handout to

19

us, can you share with us how you got to this four

20

hours per month?

21
22
23

MS. FOSTER:

That's the volunteer requirement?

Is that

the one we're talking about?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Well, you use -- your

you state

24

that after receiving 24 or more months of

25

assistance, they must participate in a work
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activity.
MS. FOSTER:

Our hope is that everybody is participating

3

in a work activity full time.

Because we can only

4

service a certain number of people at a time, we

5

could never bring everybody who is receiving

6

benefits into the work program simultaneously.

7

while people are waiting, one of the things we

8

wanted to do is remind them that it is a

9

time-limited program, they are required to work.

So

10

we put in a work participation requirement at the

11

end of 24 months that everybody has to meet or the

12

household is ineligible.

13

So

The reason we use four hours is -- four hours

14

of volunteer work minimum per month, one of the

15

problems we had on Oahu, and we can change this to

16

any amount, is that the agencies actually had

17

trouble absorbing the number of people we had

18

volunteering.

19

volunteer requirement, we stopped assistance to the

20

family, they were just ineligible.

21

four with the understanding that they could

22

volunteer any number of hours they wanted.

23

the absolute minimum.

24

happened is the agencies then stepped up and said, I

25

will accept you as a volunteer, but I can't use you

And if they did not meet the

So we left it at

Four is

And what has actually
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1

for four hours, so you commit to 10, 15, 20, and

2

then I'll use you.

3

our people are doing.

4

are doing the four, but it's minimal.

5

increase it to anything.

6

concern has always been then how do we absorb them

7

into the agencies.

8

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

CHAIR CARROLL:

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

That's negotiable.

Our

If I may continue, please,

The agencies are required for this

volunteerism to also pay them a certain minimum?
MS. FOSTER:

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

16

We can

Proceed.

13

15

Okay.

We still have a couple that

Mr. Chairman.

10

12

And that's what a majority of

No.

It's strictly volunteer.
Would things like Community Workday

programs qualify for volunteerism?
MS. FOSTER:

Yes, they can.

And we love 'em.

We have

17

several of 'em and we love 'em.

18

That's how we're cleaning our beaches on Oahu.

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

20

MS. FOSTER:

Yes, they do.

On Oahu.

Yeah, yeah.

They have been very successful.

21

And they actually post "This meets the welfare

22

four-hour work requirement," and people actually

23

come in and sign up and do it.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Yes.

What is your program's success with

obtaining additional State and Federal funding?
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MS. FOSTER:

2

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

3

reformat.

4

our National County Organization that Congress was

5

considering putting back $550 million back into this

6

program whereby it would be almost at full funding

7

levels.

8

what type of implications or advantages the State of

9

Hawaii will get to enjoy by Congressional increased

10
11

For?
Well, this welfare to work

Because we have been made aware through

Are you aware of that and are you aware of

funding?
MS. FOSTER:

The only increased funding that we have seen

12

through our Department

13

public assistance is a block grant, and that's not

14

changing.

15

it would be decreased rather than increased, because

16

our population has actually decreased.

17

funds our First to Work program and all of our 10F

18

benefits.

19

anybody who can write to anybody, particularly your

20

Federal legislators, to at least maintain the

21

current Federal funding level.

22

The grant amount for

If it were to change, we're almost sure

And that

So we're not -- we're just hoping.

And

Where we have seen increases, enormous

23

increases, is child care.

24

another increase this year.

25

Energy Assistance program has received several

And we're looking at
Our low Income Home
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1

hundred thousand dollars more this year.

2

Welfare to Work program, but the Welfare to Work

3

program goes to the Counties, not the State.

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

And the

Ms. Foster, the -- when you

5

were responding to Ms. Johnson's comment about the

6

training apprenticeship, those programs where you

7

are able to slot eligible participants requires a

8

payment of a wage, correct?

9
10
11
12
13

MS. FOSTER:
don't.

From?

Some of them do and some of them

Our transitional --

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

What kind of programs don't require

payment for apprenticeship?
MS. FOSTER:

Okay.

We have a Transitional Opportunity

14

Program, TOP, where if the employer agrees to accept

15

one of our people, they will work for them full

16

time, we will pay their needs.

17

for up to six months with the understanding at the

18

end of six months they're required to hire them.

19

They can train them

The second one is Grant+, for which we will

20

divert the recipient's check of $650, it's a flat

21

amount, to the employer.

22

to put in money and then they issue the recipient an

23

actual paycheck.

24

recipient is getting paid, the employer's costs are

25

offset with our grant, and it doesn't count against

The employer is expected

The benefit to that is that the
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1

their clock because they're not getting a welfare

2

check, they're getting a paycheck.

3

We're looking at that one, for anyone who is

4

interested, particularly for the people that have

5

been

6

back to halftime.

7

employer and say, if you can take me back full time,

8

we can supplement my salary with the 650 grant which

9

we pay

deposit directly into the employer's

10

account.

So it's not that he has to bill us and we

11

pay through purchase order and he waits the eight

12

weeks or whatever it takes.

13

and deposit it straight into his account, which he

14

then turns into a paycheck for the client.

15

are in jobs where they have cut the jobs

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

If they could go to their

Okay.

We take a check of 650

Of course, that is dependent

16

upon the ability to have projects to work on and

17

have construction, when you talk about trades.

18

MS. FOSTER:

Or some kind of pay, paid employment, that's

19

correct.

20

course, that's the problem.

Both of those we need jobs.

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

22

MS. FOSTER:

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

24
25

Thank you very much, Ms. Foster.

Thank you.
Any further questions from -- If not, Ms.

Lee.
MS. LEE:

And, of

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
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Ms. Foster, I had a question.

1

On page 4 of

2

your budgeting handout it gives a sample of a budget

3

with earned income, and I

4

your clients in order to access benefits and

5

including the TOP's program or the employment

6

subsidy program, what would be the maximum assets a

7

person could have?

8
9

10

MS. FOSTER:

-- I

was wondering for

For all of our programs maximum asset is

$5,000.

So they could have assets of up to 5,000

and still maintain eligibility.
The other change we made as of November 1st

11

12

is we used to exempt one motor vehicle because we

13

people need transportation, particularly on the

14

neighbor islands where there is not as much public

15

transportation.

16

November 1st are exempting all motor vehicles, so

17

they don't count towards the assets.

18

in -- we're trying to address some of the

19

transportation needs.

20

MS. LEE:

Now food stamps and financial as of

And this is

Because my concern was that most people have

21

excess in of $5,000 in assets, especially those who

22

are currently unemployed, you know, as a result of

23

9/11.

24

MS. FOSTER:

25

MS. LEE:

Have in excess of 5,000?

Yeah.

In excess of 5,000.
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MS. FOSTER:

We don't find many people -- That's not

2

common.

3

door, very rarely are they found ineligible because

4

they have over 5,000.

5

not counting the motor vehicle, you're not counting

6

the home in which they reside, you're not counting

7

their personal property, that means 5,000 in cash.

8

But if they do, then what would happen is they would

9

have to spend it down and when it's below 5,000 come

10
11
12

I mean, the people that come through our

Because if you figure you're

back through our door.
MS. LEE:

Oh.

You don't count personal assets, like

televisions and VCRs and things like that?

13

MS. FOSTER:

14

MS. LEE:

No.

Okay.

Well, good.

The other question I had was on page 3 of the

15
16

handout you mention that households in which all

17

adults meet one of the following criteria, et

18

cetera, and you mention -- you have here domestic

19

violence victim at least 60 years of age, disabled,

20

including substance abuse.

21

that these people would no longer be exempt.

22

has that rule changed or that philosophy changed?

23

MS. FOSTER:

No, it has not.

My understanding was

They will be exempt.

24

sorry, I'm answering it backwards.

25

removing the exemption.

Now,

I'm

We're not

And by exemption we mean
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1

that they don't get the reduced grant and they don't

2

have the five-year time limit, that's what we mean

3

by exempt.

4

they are substance abusers, they will have to

5

receive and comply with treatment.

6

physically or mentally disabled, the¥ will have to

7

enter some kind of rehabilitation program for job

8

training and monitoring.

9

with whatever their medical requirements are.

But we are imposing requirements like if

If they are

They will have to comply

10

Victims of domestic violence will now have to enter

11

case -- we have reduced it to six months plus six

12

months.

13

with a possible extension of 12.

14

months plus six months, and they will be required to

15

participate in case management and working towards

16

self-sufficiency.

17

MS. LEE:

18

MS. FOSTER:

19

It was originally exemption for 12 months
It's now six

Which you -So they would still be exempt, they just will

have requirements.

20

MS. LEE:

And who would pay for these programs?

21

MS. FOSTER:

22

MS. LEE:

We are.

Okay.

Good.

My last question would be you

23

mentioned that you have personally contacted all of

24

the clients who will be transitioning off welfare in

25

the next six months.

Our problem, which has been a
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major impediment is that we have not had access to

2

your clients directly, as you know.

3

been a real disadvantage for us because we have had

4

to do -- provide information in a roundabout way.

5

Since you have had direct contact with your clients,

6

can you tell us why these clients, especially as

7

listed, maybe the -- that you have given -- you have

8

here, let's see, 17 for Maui, have been resistent to

9

entering employment training programs, entering all

10

the variety of programs that are available to them?

11

MS. FOSTER:

No.

And that has

And it's a frustration for us, too.

We

12

have literally gone to their door and said come with

13

me, and we can't get them through the door.

14

there's a certain population that we feel very badly

15

about who has done everything they can and have been

16

unsuccessful in finding employment.

17

another population that's unwilling to find

18

employment.

19

we possibly can with them, including letting them

20

know when your benefits expire, if you do want help,

21

this is where you can go.

22

resources we can put into dragging people into the

23

program.

So

We also have

And I think we have made every effort

But there's only so many

\

24

MS. LEE:

That's our concern, too.

25

MS. FOSTER:

Yeah.
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MS. LEE:

Thank you.

2

MS. FOSTER:

3

MS. LEE:

4

CHAIR CARROLL:

Yeah.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.

Any further questions?

5
6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

9

Foster.

Thank you.

One question, please, Chairman.

Oh, Mr. Hokama.
And I just thought about this, Ms.

Because of the nature of our State economy

10

and our major dependence on one industry, do you

11

provide information to your clientele also that

12

somewhere else may have a lot of job opportunities

13

and openings and that relocation out of the state is

14

an option?

15

MS. FOSTER:

We do.

We are fairly careful about that

16

because we don't want it to appear that we are

17

pushing them out of the state, but it is information

18

that we make known.

19

doing as of --

20

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And what we are going to start

I just bring that up because if the

21

Federal requirement is that you have five years for

22

your lifetime, you know, even if you stay and it

23

doesn't improve, your opportunities for employment,

24

versus somewhere that is seeking employees makes a

25

difference, I think.
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MS. FOSTER:

No.

I agree.

And as of January we're going

2

to offer people lump-sum benefits, which means if

3

they're eligible, rather than receiving a monthly

4

check, they will be able to opt to take a specified

5

number of months in a lump sum.

6

thought with that is if you had to relocate, you

7

couldn't relocate on $570 a month, but you could

8

relocate on eight months of $570, take the money and

9

go if there's someplace where you have a job and a

10

And part of what we

place to live.

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

12

MS. FOSTER:

13

CHAIR CARROLL:

14

MS. FOSTER:

15

CHAIR CARROLL:

16

MS. ALUETA:

Thank you.

Uh-huh.
Any further questions?

Thank you.
Proceed.

The next testifier is Sister Roselani Enomoto

17

of the Office for Social Ministry.

18

followed by Debra Johnson.

19

Thank you.

SISTER ENOMOTO:

Aloha.

Good morning.

She will be

I'm Sister

20

Roselani Enomoto, as your young lady just said, the

21

Program Director for the Maui County Branch of the

22

Office for Social Ministry, which is a Department of

23

the Roman Catholic Church, Diocese of Honolulu.

24

our major project for our program is the Mobile Care

25

Health Project, which is the Maui Dental Clinic.
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1

And I know I'm preaching to the choir here because

2

the County has supported our clinic just very, very

3

well over the past two and a half years which we

4

have been in existence and, yes, happily in

5

operation.

6

I am here today to affirm the resolution and

7

hopefully the bill will make all of Maui County

8

aware of the needs of our sisters and brothers who

9

will be moving off of the welfare benefit rolls into

10

shared, hopefully, employment that is decent and

11

housing that is affordable.

12

I want to make a couple of comments of a

13

strong affirmation for your County Department of

14

Housing and Human Concerns.

15

team have been more than proactive in calling upon

16

us in the private sector, churches, organizations,

17

nonprofits, to really prepare for this event that's

18

going to take place on December 1st.

19

been ticking for five years and perhaps

20

unfortunately there has not been as much education

21

in the community by, you know, some of the folks

22

that could be doing the education.

23

I think Alice and her

The clock has

I deeply appreciate Kris Foster's report this

24

morning.

They have been doing this allover the

25

State for years.

And when I was on Oahu, they were
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1

trying to educate the communities on Oahu there.

2

Their Department here with Linda, I believe it's

3

Linda Fukunaga, has been at all of our combined

4

meetings, and

5

and/or a representative.

I want to also speak very positively for the

6

Maui Homeless Alliance, this group of volunteer

7

folks from the respective nonprofit community who

8

come together every other month to really discern

9

what methods and plans we need to work on together

10

in a collaborative sense so that we can be helpful

11

when this welfare reform kicks in.

12

Just to show you that we have been serving

13

"we" meaning Mobile Care Health Project have been

14

serving the welfare population ever since we began.

15

We have been mobile since April of this past year.

16

And we have already seen -- We have gone beyond our

17

first year goal of serving 200 clients when we were

18

more immobile than we were mobile, and we exceeded

19

that goal by 303 on June 30th of this year.

20

quarter, this most recently completed quarter, we

21

have already seen 190 people.

22

month of October, I just got the statistics from my

23

Clinic Coordinator before I came this morning, we

24

have seen 61 people in six different locations, six

25

different sites.

In this

And just this past
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We're hoping that by end the of this quarter,

2

by the end of December, this calendar year, we will

3

have added two more sites to our accessibility for

4

the clients who are in great need of dental care,

5

who are underinsured, uninsured, and are all low

6

income residents of our County.

7

to be part of the community of care that I really

8

believe Maui County has.

9

as the leaders in our County, yes, the elected

We are privileged

And I want to commend you

10

leaders, and we are your bosses, that you really are

11

doing what we are hoping we can continue to do, and

12

that is to improve the quality of life for all of

13

our sisters and brothers here in the County.

14

So thank you very much for -- for allowing us

15

to come and, you know, be proactive with you in

16

really developing programs of care and not just

17

programs of financial assistance.

18

important, but I think we have to keep the heart

19

involved.

20

is a heart, and it's a heart for sharing the aloha

21

that we have for one another.

22
23

CHAIR CARROLL:

And mobile care -- mobile care's symbol

SISTER ENOMOTO:

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you very much.

Thank you.

Any questions?

24

Both are

Thank you.

Thank you.
Proceed.
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2
3

MS. ALUETA:

The final testifier is Debra Johnson.

She is

the president and CEO of Maui Food Bank.
MS. JOHNSON:

Good morning, Mr. Chair, members of the

4

Council, and thank you for having this meeting this

5

morning.

6

bill, but also to reiterate what Alice Lee said

7

about housing and how important that is.

8

and transportation are very important, they can't be

9

overlooked, but housing is so critical in our

I really am here to thank you for the

Child care

10

community.

And as I testified before you before,

11

many, many folks who are struggling with housing

12

will pay their rent, but they won't buy food.

13

that's a huge impact and I really don't want to

14

under state that.

15

possible, take Alice's comments into consideration.

16

They are very, very important.

/

And

So, please, if you can at all

17

At the food bank we knew two years ago when

18

we all heard Charlie Ridings talk about the impact

19

of welfare reform, we took those words very

20

seriously.

21

capacity.

22

expansion work.

23

done a lot and we have done it on our own.

24

done all of the fund-raising, all of the

25

grant-writing, and haven't come to the County for

We have worked very hard to increase our
We have done some major renovation work,
We have added on vehicles.
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any of that.

We have worked hard.

We are members

2

of the Homeless Alliance.

3

Welfare Reform Task Group.

4

lot.of us have taken very seriously for a very long

5

time.

I have worked with the
This is something that a

The other thing that I think and I have had a

6
7

brief conversation with Ms. Lee about, is thinking

8

out of the box.

9

center.

What else can be done with the drop-in

10

center?

It could actually be a fairly innovative

11

project.

We were just talking briefly the other

12

day, the Maui Food Bank needs a new home.

13

what if we were to partner with the eats and sheets

14

outfit -- I don't know what else to call it -- with

15

Salvation Army where the food bank and the shelter

16

were in the same location?

17

teaching kitchen.

18

can come in, they can spend the night, they can get

19

a hot meal while at the same time learning how to

20

prepare that meal, how to work with nutritional

21

food.

22

For example, with the drop-in

Well,

We had a commercial

We partner with MCC.

The folks

A -- These are programs that are very

23

successful on the mainland.

Other folks have been

24

there -- they have been there right where we are

25

right now, too.

They have very successful programs
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1

and programs where they come in for six weeks,they

2

prepare a meal, they learn how to prepare the meal,

3

they learn how to serve the meal.

4

six-week program they have a 98-percent employment

5

rate, job placement rate.

6

bit differently and taking into some of the first to

7

work programs and some of the other really good

8

ideas.

At the end of the

It's thinking a little

Instead of just a drop-in center, let's also

9

10

help them maybe take one more step to get on their

11

feet.

12

always looking for trained people.

13

six-week program could work very well at the eats

14

and sheets program where they're learning how to

15

hand -- landscaping, housekeeping, laundry services,

16

that type of thing.

17

support this walk-in -- or drop-in center.

18

very good project, but housing, drop-in center,

19

additional resources towards training these folks

20

are also very, very important.

21

on that one.

22
23

24
25

Housekeeping, they -- you know, hotels are

CHAIR CARROLL:

Same thing, a

I really -- I really, really
It's a

And that's my manao

Thank you.

Questions?
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.

Debra, thanks so much for your

your words, because I think that necessity is the
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mother of invention.

But there are other places, as

2

you mentioned, that they do have programs of the

3

sort, so I think we can use those as models.

4

the things that I read recently was that because of

5

all of the resources -- or I won't say all, but a

6

great amount of resource that's been going to the

7

victims of the tragedy in New York, that a lot of

8

the local agencies, United Way, I know some of the

9

contributions were a little bit uncertain as to

One of

10

whether the local agencies are going to be funded to

11

the same levels because with people having limited

12

resources and sending monies away, it could create a

13

problem.

14

determination yet if that kind of situation is

15

occurring in your agency?

16

MS. JOHNSON:

Have you been able to make any

In the short term it is not occurring.

17

We're more concerned about the long term.

Our big

18

fund-raising season is in the spring, that's when we

19

go out into the community and do our annual food

20

drive as an annual food and fund drive.

21

we're doing okay.

22

funding coming in from both State and County

23

government, so we're doing okay that way.

Right now

We have had some significant

24

As far as individual donations go, it's a

25

little early to tell because we haven't actually
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gone out and solicited those.

Our annual letter

2

goes out as a -- solicitation letter goes out in the

3

second week of November, be kind of interesting to

4

see how that goes.

5

individual contributions come in, significant ones.

6

They're few and far between, but what I'm beginning

7

to hear is that people are now looking towards their

8

home community and they're not sending the checks

9

quite as much.

We have had some -- a few

However, an awful lot of money went out in

10
11

the first few weeks.

12

see how the rest of the year -- you know, if people

13

write you a check right now, you've still got to get

14

through the rest of the year.

15

kind of interesting to see how that plays out.

16

don't have a really good feel for that.

17

hoping that it will turn around and that people will

18

begin to see that the need is in their own back yard

19

as well, but that's our job to let them know about

20

that.

21

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

It will be very interesting to

And it will be just
I

I'm kind of

And I think that perhaps agencies

22

such as the Maui Food Bank, maybe they can help all

23

of us to educate the public.

24

general phrase called think globally, act locally

25

where right now the home needs are very urgent.

I think there's just a
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1

I know that the message has been going out

2

nationally that that is what individuals need to do,

3

is to support their communities.

4

of Commerce also says buy Maui first.

5

that you'll partner and help us to get that message

6

out as well.

7

MS. JOHNSON:

I know our Chamber
So I hope

There is a State initiative called Hawaii

8

Together, and I am just learning about it.

I was

9

just on Oahu on Monday and I heard about it for the

10

first time.

11

idea and they're going to really push that in the

12

next few months.

13

throughout the State, the first message will be to

14

help your food bank.

15

right off the docket.

16

looking at Alice Lee because I know that she was

17

part of that and I just heard about it, but there is

18

going to be a Statewide initiative to work toward

19

for your community and all the community coming

20

together.

21

will be the first ones to benefit from that.

And they're really going to take that

And fortunately for the food banks

That will be the first one
But I believe it's a -- I'm

And I'm just thankful that the food banks

22

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

Thank you very much for your efforts.

23

CHAIR CARROLL:

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

Any further questions?

Mr.

Just a comment, Chairman.

Hokama.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I just would like to thank you

2

publicly, Debra.

3

helped provide Lanai with pallets --

4

MS. JOHNSON:

5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I know the efforts that you have

Many pallets.
-- pallets of food during our

6

recent -- I mean current situation.

7

planned activities for the -- toward the end of the

8

year.

9

for assisting our unique situation that we have on

10
11

And your

So I would just like to thank you very much

our island.
MS. JOHNSON:

Thank you.

You're very welcome.

Your island made it

12

happen.

They all got together and said that they

13

wanted it to happen, and it's an all volunteer

14

effort.

15

it gets there today, they'll distribute it tomorrow.

16

But it's the volunteers in the community that are

17

going to show up and make that happen for us.

We'll ship the food over there.

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

19

MS. JOHNSON:

20

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

22

In fact,

Thank you for

So the community is very special as well.
Thank you for saying that, also.

Any further questions?

Thank you.

That -- Is there anyone else?

23

That was our last testifier that we had signed up.

24

Is there anyone else who would like to give us

25

public testimony at this time?

If not, public
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testimony is

2
3

now

6id3~d.

. . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .
CHAIR CARROLL:

Members, you have the bill before you, but

4

before I open the floor I would like to ask

5

Corporation Counsel if he has any comment.

6

Kushi?

7

MR. KUSHI:

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

9

floor.

Mr.

Mr. Chairman, no comments.
Thank you.

Now I would like to open the

Mr. Kane, since you are the one that's

10

introduced this bill, do you have any -- would you

11

like to lead off?

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair, I'll keep my comments real

13

brief.

14

appreciate in this meeting, although I'm not a

15

member of your Committee.

16

And, again, I appreciate you allowing me to

The thrust, Mr. Chair and Members, of the

17

proposed bill -- and I'll keep my comments to the

18

bill at this juncture because it is one that has the

19

force and effect of law -- is

20

access to information, that's what the thrust is.

21

And I think the bill draws it out from a general

22

sense of understanding what welfare is down to

23

specifically what directive we will give the

24

Administration and the lead agency, which is

25

described here as the Human Services Department, and

the thrust is
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giving them spe6ific guidance to provide

2

information ~~ ~~m~~~H~hs~v~ly gathered information

3

to the public.

4

Right now there is nothing codified or otherwise

5

from a legislative standpoint that has provided any

6

type of directive to the -- the Department at this

7

time, and that's why this was brought forward.
Now, this was brought forward because of work

8
9

And that's the thrust of this bill.

that was done out of my office.

And, quite frankly,

10

I think that it's

11

that, yes, there are a myriad of issues related to

12

this, and this one is merely trying to tackle a

13

portion of it that will help the most people with

14

the smallest amount of additional resources.

15

again, that's to provide the information to the

16

public.

17

it's important to understand

And,

Specifically when we look at the bill, Mr.

18

Chair, one of the key portions -- or two key

19

portions here is the recommended -- or the proposed

20

Section 8.01.104, the distribution of the

21

information that is collected, which is described in

22

prior sections of this -- this proposal.

23

talking about the lead agency providing the Council

24

updated reports from programs and services provided

25

by the public and private agencies that can
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1

facilitate and

2

from welfare to work.

facilitate the transition

And, Section B, the lead agency shall conduct

3

4

a public education campaign to inform the public at

5

large, individuals making the transition from

6

welfare to work, and relevant public and private

7

agencies of the availability of programs and

8

services that can facilitate the transition.

9

And, finally, Mr. Chair, to emphasize the

10

point, it's the lead agency in the next Section,

11

8.01.105, titled Website, the lead agency shall

12

create and maintain a website as part of the

13

County's official website.

14

part of the County's official website entitled

15

addressing the impacts of welfare reform.

16

it goes on to describe what shall be contained in --

17

in that particular website.

18

Now, that's key, now, as

And then

Now, although our director, Ms. Lee, has

19

stated that most, if not all of these things are

20

already being done, I would tend to disagree with

21

that.

22

or through Code as to how this information is

23

distributed to the public.

24

was done out of my office, it became very clear that

25

there is -- there is a very -- how shall I say?

Right now they have no guidance legislatively

And after the work that
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or

1

there is a lack

e:5oITlt>rE:hensive, coordinated effort

2

to have all this information compiled into one place

3

where a majority or a large segment of this

4

community can access this information.

5

lot of people who are put into the situation of

6

trying to find support have to go all around the

7

place in the County to find the services either by

8

going down to people's offices, sitting down with

9

somebody one on one, if they're available.

Instead, a

You

10

know, I could go on and on in describing the

11

difficulty that this community has in finding this

12

information that pertains to their particular need,

13

and that's what the bill is trying to achieve.

14

trying to achieve one place where they can get all

15

the information and be guided by the lead agency to

16

get to the place that provides the most relevant

17

needs to their needs -- or information to their

18

needs.

19

It's

So, Mr. Chair, it's not to take away the

20

significance or the importance of other aspects that

21

are created by the Welfare to Work Act that was done

22

back in 1996.

23

Members, was to save taxpayers' monies, was to get

24

folks out to work and self-sufficient.

25

so, save taxpayer dollars by -- how shall I say? --

\

The intent of that act, Mr. Chair and
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making a successful transition from dependency

2

away from depend~n~y

3

self-sufficient.

and to

be independent or

However, because of what was mentioned

4

5

earlier, because of recent world events and because

6

of ongoing issues and because of the lack of

7

comprehensive information being available to the

8

public, it is now going to be causing greater

9

strains on our community.

And we still lack a

10

website that has this information available to us.

11

It is now less than one month before this arrives,

12

literally, I mean, before it comes to us, and we

13

still do not have some of the things that were

14

described as we having, we don't have.
And it is not to, again, detract from all the

15
16

efforts that the Director and her Department has

17

done.

18

other meetings and commending the Department for

19

doing what they can with their available resources.

20

However, the issue is not about money and about

21

homes, what I'm talking about today in this proposed

22

bill, Mr. Chair, it's about providing a place -- or

23

providing the public with access, access is the key

24

ingredient here, access to information that will

25

help them get guidance to get the need -- to get the

And I think everybody has stated in many
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services that

are

heeded

fot

these folks.

So that's what it is, Mr. Chair.

It provides

3

very clear guidance to the -- to the -- the

4

Administration and the Department.

5

there is nothing in the Code or any type of laws

6

that I am aware of, and I would be more than happy

7

to stand corrected if there is, in fact,

8

that provides the check and balance, which is very

9

important in government, and allows us since we as

At this point

something

10

legislators are the contact point to most people in

11

our community who are able to pick up the phone and

12

talk to each and everyone of us about their issues

13

and -- that they're dealing with in their lives.

14

And this provides us with a mechanism, a very clear

15

mechanism to respond to the folks and provide them

16

with guidance to receive the help that they can

17

utilize to better themselves, Mr. Chair.

18

So that's the intent of this.

It is not the

19

answer to everything.

20

everything, but I think it does provide one

21

significant piece of legislation that will,

22

just create a better quality of life for everybody

23

in getting their information that they need to help

24

them fulfill their needs in their lives.

25

It's not the be-all for

So, Mr. Chair, I thank you again for
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1

providing me with the opportunity.

And, again, I'm

2

not here to answer all the questions.

3

basically as a person who has a concern, has been

4

has heard a lot of issues out in the community, both

5

from agencies as well as individuals, who feel that

6

this would be

7

office by itself.

8

approached and saying, what can we do to better the

9

efforts to address Welfare to Work and the act that

I'm here

And this was not generated by my
This was as a result of being

10

was imposed upon us by Federal legislation.

11

feel this is just one tool of many tools that could

12

be generated from our side or could enhance Ms.

13

Lee's Department in assisting this community with

14

this particular issue.

15
16
17
18
19

And I

So, Mr. Chair, thank you very much.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Regarding the specific ordinance proposal,

,

20

Ms. Lee, if Council should in its decision make --

21

adopt this proposal and it

22

do you see it as assisting you in maybe then

beco~es
i

part of our Code,

!
I

23

securing better information fro~ the State in that

24

your agency can say, you know, we're trying to

25

fulfill the Code, you know, we need this information

I
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1

for us to make the assessments to better provide

2

services or consider funding for certain programs?

3

What are your thoughts about that?

4

CHAIR CARROLL:

5

MS. LEE:

Ms. Lee.

It wouldn't -- Mr. Chair, Mr. Hokama, it would

6

not assist us because the reason why we can't -- we

7

don't have access to the files of the State is

8

because of confidentiality matters.

9

you know, over time worked around those

And we have,

10

restrictions.

11

have directly contacted their clients over and over

12

again, you know, so it's -- it -- this would not be

13

the vehicle to help us.

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And as Ms. Foster mentioned, they

Okay.

Thank you.
Thank you very much.

Ms. Lee, you know, in one of your earlier

15

16

comments I guess either to this Committee or maybe

17

when Ms. Foster was up, and I think Ms. Johnson also

18

brought up the concern or the issue of the housing

19

situation on our -- in our County.

20

this time some -- some sort of comment to us

21

regarding the types or quantities that you see

22

necessary for us to have either the opportunity for

23

someone to build or the requirements that this

24

County needs to go and secure?

25

MS. LEE:

Do you have at

The greatest need would be for the lower end,
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1

for -- The most needy would be those who earn 0 to

2

80 percent of median income.

3

not forget those above that, because those who are

4

making, let's say, 100 or 120 percent of median

5

income are occupying units that will become

6

available as they move on and advance.

7

we need to provide opportunities for all levels of

8

people of economic strata to move forward and

9

provide them upward mobility, but the greatest need

10
11

But, then, we should

So we -- And

would be for the lower end.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And you're looking at a mix,

12

whether it be the traditional single family or a

13

multi-family apartment type of units?

14

have any --

15

MS. LEE:

16

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

17

MS. LEE:

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

19

MS. LEE:

You don't

For the lower end --- choice?

-- it would have to be multi-family.
Multi-family end.

They wouldn't be able to afford the maintenance

20

of a single family.

21

requires a lot of additional expenses, maintaining a

22

yard, maintaining -- you know, having to pay --

23

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

24

MS. LEE:

25

You know, a single family

Right.

-- for a lot of expenses relating to a

household, yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

At this point in time -- And I know

2

you don't have access to all your information at

3

this specific point, Ms. Lee,' but, you know, for

4

multi-families for that 80-percent group maybe up to

5

the 120, what are we looking at as far as units,

6

then, in the multi-family range?

7

for Maui could -- would make a major impact on --

8
9

MS. LEE:

Another 300 units

We need about 800 units a year in a variety of

categories.

And I would say, without having my

10

figures in front of me, that of the 800, perhaps we

11

need at least 100 for those earning 80 to 120

12

percent of median income every year.

13

in other words, that's what we're short.

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

That's what

Whether they come from a rental

15

program where an existing homeowner provides

16

something or a construction of a unit --

17

MS. LEE:

18

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

19

MS. LEE:

20
21

22
23

Right.
-- you need about 100 per year?

In that category.

And then we need probably

another 100, 150 in the lower category.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

I'll yield the floor.

I have additional

comments later, Chairman.

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

Mr. Molina.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
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Thank you for being here, Alice.

1

Regarding

2

the proposed bill, one of the purposes is to address

3

the impacts of welfare reform and compiling and the

4

distribution of information to people in need.

5

has your office received the concerns that Mr. Kane

6

has heard also, too, about improving the access to

7

information?

8

MS. LEE:

9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

10

MS. LEE:

Now,

No.
No.

We -- I'm not sure if I mentioned this earlier,

11

but one of our initiatives is to -- and we're in the

12

process of establishing a website, but we're working

13

with

14

See, because the -- addressing the impacts are so

15

voluminous, the work is so voluminous, it's

16

important for us to work with our partners.

17

have a partnership with the Salvation Army to

18

develop the website.

19

finishing gathering all the information and

20

formatting it for a website, they will then give it

21

to us so we can work with MIS to then put it on our

22

county website.

23

take time.

we're partnering with the Salvation Army.

And we

When the Salvation Army is

So all of those things, you know,

24

The other method that we are using to provide

25

information is we are working with Kokua Services on
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a hot line.

2

hot line for welfare reform information, crisis

3

calls, as well as the September 11th matter where

4

people will -- can call a hot line, which we will

5

advertise, and so they will be

6

could get access to services.

7

actually will be used more than the website.

8

clients, our welfare clients really do not have too

9

much -- do not have the ability to use a computer

10
11

So we will be utilizing the -- their

have

so they

We feel the hot line
Our

that much.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Do you have a cost breakdown of

12

these -- of the disseminatio~ of information that

13

you're currently using, do you have a cost breakdown

14

of how much you have actually spent since, you know,

15

we're approaching this time of crisis, I guess?

16

MS. LEE:

By partnering with food bank, with Sister

17

Roselani, with the legal aid, with everybody, it

18

hasn't cost us that much.

19

really helping them boost their resources, but to do

20

the work hasn't really cost us that much.

21

going to be giving the Kokua Services an additional

22

$2,000 so that they can report back to us

23

statistics.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

Okay.

Actually, the cost is

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson.
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VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes.

Alice, thanks so much for your

2

efforts.

3

Community Voices project and also being involved

4

with other nonprofits, I have seen -- and correct me

5

if I'm wrong, I have seen several resource guides,

6

actually published guides, listing all the services

7

and the various agencies that are available.

8

still assist with those resource guides?

9

MS. LEE:

Yes.

You know, because I was working with

Do you

We're in -- also in the process of

10

updating all of the agencies' information.

11

working with the Homeless Alliance to update their

12

directory.

13

updated information.

14

quickly information changes.

15

problem, because people change phone numbers, people

16

change addresses, some nonprofits no longer exist.

17

Those kinds of things are important because we don't

18

want clients to be calling the wrong places.

19

We're

We're doing the best we can to provide

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yeah.

You would be surprised how
And that's -- that's a

And I know this because with

20

our Community Voices project, one of the things that

21

we'll be doing is actually putting out a West Side

22

Resource Guide that encompasses all of the other

23

agencies, basically, that -- not are necessarily

24

housed on the west side, but all the agencies where

25

people can look to for all the things that Mr. Kane
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was speaking about in terms of information.

So I

2

know that does exist.

3

a book, but sometimes the people that are going to

4

be coming to you, they're not always going to be

5

asking you directly.

I know it's hard to hand out

You have -- if I am not mistaken, you have

6
7

actually gone out to some of the beaches with these

8

partner organizations and tried to offer assistance?

9

MS. LEE:

Yes.

We provide those at the homeless locations

10

with a lot of resource information, as you know.

11

We -- when we do our sweeps, we make sure that the

12

Department of Health is there, various social

13

service agencies.

14

that they could get insurance for the children.

15

do a tremendous amount of outreach.

16

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

We even help fill out forms so
We

And that -- that I'm really grateful

17

for, because I know that with all of the things that

18

are happening, that's going to be even more

19

important.
When you speak about the eats and sheets

20
21

concept, I know you and I have spoken about where we

22

can do this and I know there are members of the

23

community right now that are helping us work on

24

this.

25

legislatively that I think might help is at least

One of the things that we may be able to do
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1

create some kind of emergency legislation that would

2

bypass some of the rules and regulations as far as

3

let's say the Code, when you have a building code.

4

And where I'm thinking specifically would be if

5

you're going to set up -- I think I had spoken to

6

you about, excuse me, portable camp sites or

7

something where there's platform-type housing where

8

it's a very temporary kind of thing, but to fill a

9

very critical need.

10

Would that type of legislation where it

11

recognizes that this is a crisis and emergency and

12

has a specific time limit, would that help you?

13

MS. LEE:

14

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

15

I think that would be very helpful.
Okay.

Thank you.

And may I ask just one more question?

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

Proceed.

17

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

I know we have some of the

18

initiatives like our affordable housing initiatives

19

and our work force education, which several of the

20

testifiers were speaking about, and all of these

21

outreach programs, and even access to some of this

22

information because we don't have transportation or

23

because we don't actually have in existence a lot of

24

child care providers because the County legislation

25

and the State legislation are so onerous.
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1

would some kind of, I guess, direction be available

2

from your office like a summary, for example, of

3

specific initiatives that we could undertake to help

4

you or at least educate the State about what these

5

emergency needs are?

6

something like that so then we, in turn, could

7

specifically address those things that would be most

8

helpful in this time of crisis?

9
10
11

MS. LEE:

I'll be happy to.

Would you be able to work on

And I,get it to you by 3

o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

I -- The reason I say this is because

12

I think it's a really proactive thing that we can do

13

at this point.

14

forward.

15

anyway, I thank you, Alice, for your proactive

16

attitude.

17

MS. LEE:

And I really hope that we can move

I may have another question later, but,

And the reason why I respond -- the reason why I

18

respond that way, Ms. Johnson, is because although

19

the focus is -- is on a resolution and a proposed

20

bill which deals primarily with dissemination of

21

information, there is so much help we need from you.

22

I mean, it's incredible.

23

what's -- you know, what's on the table today.

24
25

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes.

And it goes far beyond

And -- and for everyone's

information and for the public's information,
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1

because I was with the Committee on the Status of

2

Women, one of the things that we did produce was a

3

pocket-sized or purse-sized guide for all of the

4

resources that were basically for women and

5

families.

6

agencies and it's contained on a very good

7

pocket-sized card.

8

resource that I would also offer, but it's really

9

important.

And it has all of the numbers of the main

So this is just one additional

And we were making them available in

10

public facilities, public places, tack one up in

11

on a bulletin board, perhaps, you know, have a

12

little sheet at some of the agencies that, you know,

13

you help work with.
So, anyway, thank you very much, Alice.

14

And

15

I would be happy to work on anything to proactively

16

address a lot of these issues.

17

MS. LEE:

Ms. Johnson, also I failed to mention that Mr.

18

Carroll is on our Committee, so we do have

19

representation.

20

needless to say, preoccupied with the aftermath of

21

September 11th.

22

there's a broader plan to be worked on, you know, we

23

would be happy to share it with you.

24

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

However, we have been, you know,

And, you know, if -- if there --

Thank you very much, Alice.

Mr. Hokama.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you very much, Chairman.

You know, in consideration of these proposals

3

from Mr. Kane -- and I want to, you know, publicly

4

thank him -- Thank you, Jo Anne

5

him because I think he took a lead in bringing forth

6

to this Committee for discussion in public things

7

that I think Sister Enomoto made very clear in her

8

testimony.

9

ago, and yet for many of us, we thought, well, five

publicly thank

That we knew this was coming five years

10

years ago, it's a long way down the line and we'll

11

deal with it when it comes.

12

much aware that the time has come and in days

13

situations will definitely occur.

Well, we are all very

14

However, Mr. Chairman, I would like to also

15

take this opportunity that in some of the comments

16

shared with us this morning one way to address the

17

issues and concerns is the availability of providing

18

financial resources.

19

opportunity to tell our partners and to our general

20

residency of this County that the County is no

21

different from those of you in the general work

22

force and that we also have impact from the

23

situations of September 11th as well as when the

24

bubble burst on the high tech indQstry.

25

And so I will take this

With the assistance of Mayor Apana in
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1

allowing me to work directly with Mr. Wesley Lo, the

2

Director of Finance, and being able to have

3

information of how the fiscal numbers are being

4

reported and the indicators from the varidus sectors

5

in our community, from the business sector, the

6

visitor industry sector, the transportation sector,

7

government sector.

8

state that recovery for this County hopefully will

9

not be long, but from comments that I have received,

10
11

I would like to continually

it could last two years, four years.
I am in anticipation, Mr. Chairman, of what

12

the State Council of Revenues will be discussing

13

today, and on the revised projections of revenues

14

for the State of Hawaii and its impact on the County

15

government.

16

President of the United States yesterday, Mr. Bush,

17

that the gross domestic product has dropped to the

18

lowest in ten years, or should I say has moved to

19

the highest in 10 years, and that we also nationwide

20

will see a drop in ability of certain revenues

21

coming through the taxation source.

22

We have already heard from the

With my concern

And, again, we have been,

23

from a Council's point of view, Mr. Chairman -- And

24

I would like to let the people know there that

25

although we may not be as visible as Mayor Apana at
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1

times, we, nonetheless, take our role as elected

2

leaders on the legislative branch very seriously and

3

we take our responsibilities to hit our standing

4

Committee's work just as diligently as anyone else.

5

From the budget standpoint, Mr. Chairman, I

6

want the people to know that, again, the County is

7

no different from them.

8

valuation continues to show what has happened in the

9

past and we have historical data to review by, the

And if our tax assessments

10

amount of tax appeals that do occur during this type

11

of times and the possible reduction from our major

12

industry, the visitors, on our TAT revenue source

13

and the concern from Mr. Brewbaker, as he shared

14

with us informally regarding the lack of long-term

15

inventory on the County's projects, that I can see a

16

$20 million reduction in cash revenue for the County

17

of Maui within one year.

18

extreme end of cash -- cash reduction in general

19

revenues, Mr. Chairman, but, nonetheless, it is over

20

10 percent of the County budget.

21

Now, that may be an

And so I would like the people out there to

22

know that besides you tightening your belts, the

23

County will be looking at either -- should these

24

revenues not be realized, that we will also be

25

cutting either services or programs, or looking at
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1

ways, to those that can afford it, to pay more taxes

2

if we are not to cut level of service.

3

So I say this in preparation of things we all

4

need to do together, Chairman, and that the County

5

is not the magic genie or the endless pot of

6

resources that will continue to take care of Federal

7

and State responsibilities, also.

8

together and we're all going to come through this

9

together, but we are no different, Chairman.

We're in this

And so

10

I share this with my fellow members and the people

11

in our community because I think they have a right

12

to know.

13

information of what I am looking at as a possible

14

real scenario that will be -- come before this --

15

our Council and through our Budget Committee within

16

five months of the next budget review.

17

And as late as we need to provide that

And, yes, we have made very prudent fiscal

18

decisions, Mr. Chairman.

19

an emergency response to Mayor Apana's initiative in

20

that we are doing a County assistance program which

21

is totally unheard of, but, nonetheless, we have at

22

this point the resources to do it.

23

we're going to have those resources two years from

24

now or four years from now depending on the ability

25

of this County to recover.

It has allowed us to take

I'm not sure

But I think the people
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1

need to know that life has changed for the County of

2

Maui as well as them, and we are going to need to

3

look at doing things differently and seeing how

4

certain services need to be provided other than the

5

County of Maui.
And so I thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,

6
7
8

for letting me share those comments.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Very sobering thoughts, Mr. Hokama.

9

Anyone else have any comment at this time?

10

If not, the Chair will make his comments and give

11

his recommendation.

12

for bringing this forward.

13

and televised on Akaku to the public has gone a long

14

ways toward informing the public of the situation

15

that we're in, and I think that alone has merit.

16

However, I have worked long in the private sector

17

with all the different organizations, as so have

18

many of you.

19

organization that I have not either worked with

20

directly or been involved with or involved with the

21

people.

22

as far as identifying communications, et cetera, and

23

the great efforts that all the organizations have

24

made to try to consolidate resources to agree and

25

information.

I would like to thank Mr. Kane
Having this bill heard

I don't think there is any

And I also know the problems that they have

And it has been ongoing.
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1

reason, I agree with some of the testimony that I

2

see redundancy in the bill.

3

necessary.

4

and further ordinances and legislation, if not

5

necessary, I don't believe are appropriate.

6

this reason, I

I do not think it is

We already are working on these things

7

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

my recommendation is to file.
So moved.

It has been moved.

9

for discussion.

10

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

And for

Okay.

I'll second it

You cannot, Chairman.

In that case, if there is no -- There are

12

four of us over here, obviously it would not go the

13

other way.

14

keep this in Committee, my recommendation would be

15

to defer.

If nothing else, then, if you wish to

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

19

CHAIR CARROLL:

20
21

Mr. Chair.
Mr. Chair.
I'm sorry.

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Hokama first, and then I will

recognize you, Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chairman, you know, unfortunately,

22

we -- we do have our difference of opinions as the

23

members of your Committee, and I think the

24

difference is how we want to approach this.

25

think any of us differ in the impact or the
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magnitude of the issue and concern.

I think -- my

2

recommendation would be, because I -- you know, I

3

believe there is still a lot of merits in what Mr.

4

Kane has proposed, and in particular the requirement

5

of the website.

6

no actual opportunity to access the website, but the

7

opportunity of the agencies to tap into an

8

information data network to provide one another the

9

current update of information as well as our

It may not be that the client has

10

governmental departments to continue to disseminate

11

information that, as we have heard in another

12

Committee that's chaired by Mr. Kane, things that

13

have happen in Washington have not funneled down to

14

the local level as quickly as we may want to.

15

the ability to have information provided is still

16

critical, nonetheless, to make good decisions and to

17

effectively utilize the resources to the best

But

\

18

maximum limits.

19

opportunities.

20

the members consider at this point deferring the

21

ordinance proposal, but I would believe that the

22

resolution has sufficient and good merits, Chairman,

23

that it should be passed out of this Committee --

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So I still think there is
I think maybe I would suggest that

The resolution
-- as a statement of this body.
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CHAIR CARROLL:

Yeah.

We'll address the resolution after

we address the bill.
In that case, the Chair would entertain a --

3

4

Well, I'm not going to entertain a motion.

5

any objection to deferring?

6

Is there

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS:
(Present: Hokama,
Molina, Vice-Chair Johnson and Chair Carroll)

7
DEFER

ACTION:
8

9

CHAIR CARROLL:

All right.

We are going to defer.

And

10

before we go to the next item, we are going to call

11

a 10-minute recess.

12

o'clock.

13

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

15

RECESS:

16

RECONVENE:

17

CHAIR CARROLL:

18

We will convene again at 11

Thank you, Chairman.

In recess.

(Gavel.)

10:48 a.m.
11:04 a.m.
(Gavel.)

Human Services and Economic

Development Committee is now reconvened.

19

All right, Members, before us we have the

20

resolution.

21

Does anybody -- Before I open it up for questions,

22

does Corporation Counsel have any comment, Mr.

23

Kushi?

24

MR. KUSHI:

25

CHAIR CARROLL:

The draft resolution is before you.

No comment, Mr. Chair.
Thank you.
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As -- Mr. Kane, as author of the resolution,

1
2
3

would you like to start off?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I think that

4

the resolution is straightforward.

It's just

5

basically urging the public and private agencies to

6

address the impacts of welfare reform in Maui

7

County_

8

awareness of the situation and hopefully get people

9

to come together and try to make a coordinated

And the whole idea, again, is to heighten

10

effort to address the concern that we have in the

11

community.

12
13
14

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
Thank you.

Members?
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

Ms. Johnson.
Yes.

The only thing that I would

15

suggest perhaps adding to the resolution where it is

16

in the BE IT RESOLVED portion in No. 2 that urges

17

the Mayor to ensure that the County government

18

adequately prepares for and addresses the impacts of

19

welfare reform, well, inasmuch as we control the

20

purse strings, basically, I would like to see an

21

inclusion that urges the Mayor in cooperation with

22

the County Councilor to work with the County

23

Council to ensure that the County government

24

adequately prepares.

25

team effort, that this is not something that we are

So that it really shows our
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1

just expecting the Mayor to take the leadership role

2

in this regard.

3

CHAIR CARROLL:

Members have any objection to this?

4

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

5

CHAIR CARROLL:

6

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

8

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

9

of yet --

No objection for me.

All right.

Any further discussion?

Chairman.

Chairman.

Oh, I'm sorry, Mr. Hokama.

10

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

11

CHAIR CARROLL:

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

We have no motion on the floor as

No.

No, we do not.
so my -- my comment would be, if

13

anything that I have gotten out of your meeting this

14

morning, and I thank you for bringing it forward

15

because it is critical, is that I don't doubt what

16

our County Department is doing and to the best of

17

their ability, nor do I have any doubt that the

18

agencies out in our community of what they're doing

19

to their best of their ability.

20

that was brought out is that to be the most

21

effective, everything has to work together.

22

CHAIR CARROLL:

23

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I think if anything

True.
And I think, you know, if anything,

24

that the bill made me think about the proposal of

25

the ordinance.

And that's why, you know, as Ms.
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1

Johnson stated, you know, although this resolution

2

may not have the effect of law, I think we need

3

stronger language.

4

we'll do it without making a law.

5

I

And, again, I don't know how

you know, it seems to me that the key

6

for any program to have a major impact and benefit

7

is for the impacted target group, which is the

8

clientele of those getting off the welfare rolls, to

9

know exactly what they can receive and how they

10

receive those programs that are in place.

11

again, the key is not that we don't have a County

12

Department that provides or a nonprofit agency that

13

provides, it is how do we get them informed without

14

going --

15

car to go to 20 different agencies to gather

16

information that you, Mr. Carroll, can provide me

17

with this, Mr. Kane can provide me with this, Ms.

18

Lee and her Department can provide me for this.

19

everybody has that opportunity.

And,

I mean, you know, how many people have a

Not

20

And so, you know, taking off of what my

21

colleague just shared about sharing this partnership

22

within the Council and the Mayor, I think it's more

23

critical, though, the partnership of the entire

24

providers to make the information available to who

25

we're trying to really help.

And I don't know if
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1

this language emphasizes that point enough, Mr.

2

Chairman.

3

or maybe your staff to see how to strengthen the

4

language.

5

told, not all the clients have access to a computer

6

and have the website option, I understand that, but

7

neither does the client have the option of going to

8

every single agency unless they have the -- they

9

will take the time out of doing what they're doing

10

now, and I don't know what kind of impact that is,

11

to go get the information.

12

you, sir, to see if you have an option for us;

13

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

And, you know, I will be looking at you

But for me the key is, as we have been

And so I am looking at

Well, Mr. Hokama, the No.1, although it

15

is not as strong as perhaps you would like, urges

16

that that the public and the private agencies to

17

publicize and coordinate the availability of

18

programs and services that can facilitate the

19

transition from welfare to work.

20

with all the organizations that we're involved with

21

is to have them know where they can refer people.

22

So at the most, the person would only have to go to

23

one agency to find out who could service them if

24

that agency could not.

25

always the intent of all the agencies that I have

What we have done

And that is -- that was
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been involved with.

2

meetings, several meetings down on the fourth floor

3

bringing the agencies inside to have this type of

4

coordination.

5

stronger language inside, No. 1 really does address

6

in an and we are working with all the agencies at

7

this time to bring this about.

8

don't have what -- people going from agency to

9

agency to agency.

10
11

12

And that is what we have had

And while I appreciate trying to put

And that way you

At most they have two stops if

they go to the wrong one.
Ms. Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

You know,

I have a way that we might

13

approach this.

As Ms. Lee stated, she has some

14

initiatives that she believes that this Council can

15

work toward.

16

looking, you
, know, at the language and taking into

17

consideration some of the testimony that has been

18

received today that we do need to strengthen some of

19

these areas by maybe stating specific things that

20

can be done that we would support, like the

21

establishment of a hot line, the establishment of

22

the website.

\

There's also some things that just in

23

I would like to see this particular

24

resolution have a little bit more work done on it.

25

I would like to receive comments from Ms. Lee's
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1

Department and from Ms. Lee and any of the people in

2

the viewing public as to how we might partner on

3

this.

4

well because I think that sometimes it's the

5

language that really sets the tone of the importance

6

of this.

7

and I do appreciate this coming forward from Mr.

8

Kane because I do believe the intent is clear, and

9

that's to set a direction and a course that we can

I would be happy to put my own comments in as

And while it's a very good starting point

10

really work on together as a team.

11

would really like to have this particular resolution

12

brought up at our

13

future meeting, and then be presented to this body.

14

And hopefully Mr. Kawano will also be back at that

15

time so that we can flesh out a few of those

16

concerns.

17

Saying that, I

perhaps our next meeting or a

So I think that that would be my

18

recommendation just as one of the members at this

19

point, to just do a little bit more work on it to

20

really address the concerns.

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

All right.

I think it's clear from the

22

three members -- and I will calIon you this time,

23

Mr. Kane, I promise -- that it -- they would like to

24

strengthen the language and perhaps add on to it.

25

Mr. Kane.
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I just would

2

like to caution, I mean, as the writer of the

3

resolution, that the intent of the resolution is

4

basically to urge the public and the private

5

agencies, as it states,is to get the public aware

6

and coordinated.

7

general for a reason.

8

or only point out specific segments or portions

9

of -- of welfare to work reform.

And it's very general, and it's
And it's not meant to isolate

It's meant

the

10

thrust of this in conjunction with the bill, which

11

this body decided to defer, was basically to

12

coordinate the efforts to get information out to the

13

public.

14

resolution and that's all it's trying to achieve.

15

And that's -- it's very simple in this

If this body feels that it's necessary to --

16

to add specific language which would somehow focus

17

in on specific parts of the issue of Welfare to

18

work, then I would suggest that being done

19

separately and that this resolution be considered in

20

its current form with the exception of what Ms.

21

Johnson suggested if she, you know, feels that it's

22

important to add the team work aspect of the work

23

between the Mayor in conjunction or in working with

24

the County Council.

25

remain in its current form with that -- that

I would ask that the resolution
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1

friendly amendment to just keep the message very

2

simple, yet very clear.

3

And that's -- that's my two cents on that,

4

Mr. Chair.

5

issues I think would -- would lose the thrust which

6

is trying -- which is the intent of this particular

7

resolution.

8
9

Anything more and getting into specific

Mr. Hokama did make some comments as to
strengthening it, you know, perhaps at

if it is

10

the wisdom of this body to pass it out of Committee

11

with Ms. Johnson's amendment and with the intent on

12

trying to come up with tougher language, I would ask

13

that this body consider allowing my office to work

14

on that and try to come up with language that this

15

body can consider at the full Council level.

16

And keep in mind, the whole thrust of this is

17

because this welfare to work is coming upon us.

18

if we keep it in Committee and if we start adding

19

language and doing all kinds of things to it, I

20

think it will lose -- I think it will lose its

21

reason for being here.

22

three cents now, Mr. Chair, and I apologize for

23

holding up your discussion.

24
25

CHAIR CARROLL:

And

So, again, my two cents or

We appreciate your input; Mr. Kane.

Mr. Hokama.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you, Chairman.

I -- I guess

2

in reflection of listening to the other comments

3

and, again, being brought back to perspective about

4

the December 1st implementation of the Federal --

5

Federal law, with the friendly amendment from Ms.

6

Johnson, I will be very much happy to support this

7

resolution passing from Committee this morning.

8

I will ask that if the Committee through you, Mr.

9

Chairman, will be able to monitor, because then, if

And

10

need be, I will be one of the bigger supporters of

11

strengthening the ordinance and having that be a

12

requirement of the Code.

13

in -- in short hindsight, wise of this Committee to

14

defer the ordinance because that will then be our

15

trump card should coordination not take place.

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

And so I think it was,

Mr. Molina.
Yeah.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I

18

agree with the maker of the resolution.

I think we

19

need to be real careful about getting caught up in

20

the minutia of, you know, detailing this thing:

21

I think just the general message is to address our

22

concern about the impacts of the welfare reform.

23

I have no problem, you know, supporting this out of

24

Committee.

25

out the infinite details, if need be, to add more

And

And prior to first reading we can work
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teeth to this resolution.

2

feel the initial impacts of the welfare reform come

3

December 1st, we've got 30 days, I think, as Mr.

4

Kane stated earlier, we would lose the thrust of

5

this message.

6

after the fact type of resolution if we sort of wait

7

around on this.

8

9

But since we're going to

It's sort of like it would be an

So that's just my two cents.

And I feel let's move on it and without
getting too caught up in the details.

Well, we can

10

get caught up in the details as it

11

assuming it gets out of Committee.

12

I stand on it.

13

add that we didn't need -- with so much information

14

technology coming about nowadays and people becoming

15

much more educated as far as using a computer, with

16

regards to the website suggestion, you know, I

17

applaud the Human Concerns Director, Ms. Lee, for

18

her efforts with that.

19

there's nothing wrong with continually trying to

20

improve the system.

21

you know,
So that's where

And in addition I just would like to

And I think also, too,

And if the person that is in need does not

22

have the computer skills, may

23

but they may have a relative who does.

24

could use an example, I have seen elderly people

25

that they'll tell their grandkid, you know what, go

which is one thing,
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get this information off the computer for me.

2

don't know how to get that information.

3

that -- in a scenario like that, that can -- you

4

know, improving our information dissemination, if

5

you will, is possible, and to help the needy.

6

there's people out there with the old proverbial

7

inquiring minds want to know.

8

affected, but they may just want for the

9

information -- being that they're using their

I

So in

And

They may not be

10

computers a lot, they may want to go check out the

11

County website.
And so I think the intent of the bill and the

12
13

resolution is good.

14

there because I'm such a,

15

know, getting information out there as much as

16

possible and in whatever way.

17

CHAIR

18

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

CARROLL:~

And that's just my two cents
I guess, supporter of, you

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Any further -- Ms. Johnson.
There is one other thing that if it's

19

the intent of the Committee to pass this out, I want

20

to make it very clear, number one, the statement in

21

and of itself that it urges public and private

22

agencies to publicize and coordinate the

23

availability of programs and services that can

24

facilitate the transition from welfare to work,

25

there is a -- there is a statement within that
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1

statement that basically says we don't believe

2

they're doing that now.

3

the intent of the maker of this, you know,

4

particular resolution, because from what we have

5

heard today and from what we have heard from the

6

people in the private agencies, they clearly are

7

doing.

8

to say that it urges the public and private agencies

9

to continue their efforts in publicizing and

Now, that's I'm sure not

So I would also simply change some of that

10

coordinating so that we recognize what they're doing

11

already, but we stress the urgency and the

12

importance of them at this time for doing what they

13

can to even put greater emphasis in that area.

14
15
16
17

CHAIR CARROLL:

Is there any obj ection to put "to

continuing their efforts" after "agencies"?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
I may.

18

CHAIR CARROLL:

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

20

Mr. Hokama.
I would rather you use the word

"improving."

21

CHAIR CARROLL:

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

23

Not an objection, Mr. Chairman.

"Improving. "
Because I'm not satisfied with

what's out there.

24

CHAIR CARROLL:

All right.

25

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I don't think anyone should be
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satisfied with what's out there.
CHAIR CARROLL:

So the exact wording that you, Mr. -- Mr.

3

Hokama, we haven't decided on this wording yet.

4

We're just discussing.

5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Well, I trust staff who can do the

6

proper prose drafting and to have it flow the best

7

way.

8

intent of this Committee that we want it to continue

9

to be improved upon.

But I think she

the staff has the -- the

10

CHAIR CARROLL:

11

general.

12

to make this specific.

13

leave this Committee and go to first reading as it

14

leaves this Committee.

15

make any changes between it leaving this Committee

16

and first reading.

17
18
19
20

21
22

Because I still want to keep it very
I do agree with Mr. Kane, we do not want

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I would hope that this would

I do not foresee any need to

I want to make it simple.

There is only one reading, Mr.

Chairman, on this resolution.
CHAIR CARROLL:

Well, one reading, excuse me, Mr. Hokama.

The reading.
Ms. Johnson.
VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

The thing that I would -- you know,

23

in taking both of our words, that urges public and

24

private agencies to continually improve, because I

25

believe that they're not making a cognizant choice
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1

to not improve, of course they want to improve, but

2

I think it's a little bit -- you know, if you put

3

that even the way that Mr. Hokama is saying, it

4

still implies that they're not doing a good job.

5

And I don't want to send that message to the private

6

agencies or the Administration that we don't believe

7

that they're trying.

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

That's just my two cents.

Mr. Kane.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And just for

10

clarity, there is no -- there is no effort to say

11

that nobody is doing anything right or that -- or

12

implying that they're not doing their jobs or

13

anything like that.

14

indication -- the intent here.

15

that Ms. Johnson feels that -- that it's necessary

16

to try and interpret it in that sense, because it's

17

just simply not the case.

18

publicizing and coordinating the availability, and

19

that's all it's doing.

20

That has never. been the
And it's unfortunate

It's simply asking for

And. if "improving" is language that can be

21

integrated into this, then that's fine as well.

I

22

mean, I have no problem.

23

interpretation that is -- that is negative to what

24

the intent of this resolution is, I think it's

25

unfortunate that that type of interpretation is

But to suggest an
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going to be brought to this discussion.

2
3

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR CARROLL:

All right.

Would you trust the Chair to

4

work with the staff -- I know the intent -- and to

5

work out a draft and I'll distribute it to the

6

members?

7

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

8

CHAIR CARROLL:

I support you completely, Chairman.

Thank you.

Ms. Johnson.

9

10

Would that be satisfactory, Mr. Hokama?

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes, Mr. Chair.

And just to clarify,

11

it was -- I made it very, very clear that I was sure

12

that the maker of this particular resolution could

13

not have possibly intended to put that in, but

14

because of the fact that when I just read it on its

15

face,

16

the intent of the maker of this particular

17

resolution.

18

that and I'm sorry that Mr. Kane, you know, is

19

reading into what I am saying something that I am

20

not saying.

21

my statement very, very clear that I am sure that

22

was not his intent.

23
24
25

I would not want anyone to think that that was

CHAIR CARROLL:

So I have been very, very clear about

So, you know, suffice it to say I made

I'm sure we're all very clear on

everybody's concerns and everybody's intent.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And I just want to thank, Mr. Chair,
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Ms. Johnson for her concern about

about what

2

people may think about me and how

what my

3

intentions are.

4

CHAIR CARROLL:

Thank you.

Thank you.

If there is no further discussion, I will

5
6

give my recommendation.

All right.

With the

7

friendly amendment that Ms. Johnson has and with the

8

understanding that the Chair along with his staff

9

will implement the wording that has been indicated,

10

I would move for approval of this resolution -- ask

11

for.

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So moved, Mr. Chairman.

13

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Second.

14

CHAIR CARROLL:

15

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

16

CHAIR CARROLL:

17

VOTE: AYES:

18

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :
MOTION CARRIED.

19
20

21
22

ACTION:

CHAIR CARROLL:

Discussion?

Hearing none, all in favor.

Aye.
Opposed?

Motion carried.

Councilmembers Hokama, Molina,
Vice-Chair Johnson and Chair Carroll.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Kawano.
ADOPTION of revised proposed resolution.

I would like to thank everyone today, Mr.

23

Kane, for bringing forward this matter.

24

just being on Akaku has gone a long ways and I'm

25

sure this alone has helped many people.
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1

we asked for this to be televised today.

2

sure that organizations out there appreciate the

3

support that this Committee is giving to all of

4

to address the problems that we have today in

5

helping our people.

6

of you.

8
9

VICE-CHAIR JOHNSON:

Yes.

the~

And I would like to thank all

Any closing remarks?

7

And I'm

Ms. Johnson.

I just wanted to thank the

Chair for visiting with us today on this measure and

10

all the support people that came in to really offer

11

their kokua in this time of need.

12

that I really look forward to doing is with the

13

other bill remaining in Committee, I look forward to

14

receiving Ms. Lee's recommendations as to how we can

15

approach a lot of the issues that are facing us

16

right now in as expeditious a manner as we possibly

17

can.

18

diligently on doing whatever she can in working with

19

the outside agencies.

20

government can't do everything and I really do

21

appreciate the support that she's given and

22

particularly to the people on the west side.

23

you, Alice.

One of the things

And I really know that she's been working very

Because I know that

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Mr. Molina.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, thank you, Mr. Chair.
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1

too, would like to add into Jo Anne's compliments

2

for the Housing Director.

3

during this time of crisis, and Ms. Lee has come up

4

with some really great ideas such as the eats and

5

sheets thing and the emphasis on the hot line.

6

you know,

7

CHAIR CARROLL:

It takes creative minds

I applaud your efforts, Alice.
Any further comment?

So,

Thank you.

If not, I will also

8

affirm again that this Committee will be very

9

responsive to all the needs.

And we really

10

appreciate Ms. Lee and the Administration's support

11

of all the programs that we have.

12

If there is nothing else, the Human Services

13

and Economic Development Committee is adjourned.

14

(Gavel.)

15

ADJOURN:

11:28 a.m.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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3
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5
6
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7
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8
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9
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10
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11
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12
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13
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14
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15
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16
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17
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